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Abstract:

In this paper we examine a turn construction (Oh + Apology + Solution), which speakers employ to deal with the concomitant presence of a possible offense and a problem-to-be-solved in the immediately preceding interactional environment. We show that speakers collaborate in differentiating the offense-aspect and the problem-aspect of an emerging circumstance by treating the apology-component as preliminary to and in the service of the primary function of the turn: treating the circumstance as a problem-to-be-solved and providing a solution for it. The “Oh” prefacing, which treats the circumstance as something of which the speaker had not been previously aware, and the turn-medial positioning of the apology contribute to treating the matter at hand as a minor shortcoming or imposition rather than a major wrongdoing.
Introduction

Social interaction is permeated by the possibility that aspects of anyone’s conduct may turn out to have, more or less inadvertently, offended others by violating norms about socially appropriate and morally acceptable behaviour (Robinson, 2006; Schegloff, 2005). In principle, several aspects of social conduct can be vulnerable to later being treated as having generated possible offenses, whose level of seriousness can vary from minor impositions or shortcomings to aggravated wrongdoings. Another element of variation is how more or less significant breaches of social and moral norms are brought up in conversation. Sometimes a possible offense is first pointed at by its producer (e.g. through a pre-emptive apology; Robinson, 2004; 2006), whereas in other cases the first mention is done by the recipient of the offense. In the following instance reported by Schegloff (2005) a call-recipient, Norm, mentions that he was already in bed when Bonnie called. This report comes across as a complaint and Bonnie produces an apology in next turn. By “Oh” prefacing the apology, Bonnie displays that she has just become aware of a circumstance that has transformed an otherwise innocent behaviour into a possible offense.

(1) (Schegloff, 2005, p. 456)

01 Norm: We were uh I - I wasn’t sure you're gonna call,
02 so we were in bed ( ) yiknow ( .)
03 Bonnie: .hh Oh I’m sorry.

By apologising, the recipient of a complaint acknowledges the existence of an offense, takes responsibility for it, appreciates how it might have caused the recipient some trouble, and works to restore or maintain relational harmony (Robinson, 2004).

Relevant to the focus of this paper is another phenomenon: cases where a party reports a problem, followed by another party’s proffering a solution. In the following instance from Schegloff (2007), Betsy mentions a “staffing problem” (lines 3-4) and Alice volunteers a solution in the form of an offer to help.
The two sequence types exemplified in extracts 1 and 2 (complaint-apology and problem-solution) can be differentiated in terms of their retrospective and prospective orientations. In the complaint-apology sequence, there is a retrospective focus on a past event, its inauspicious consequences for the complainant, and the attendant responsibility of the complaint-recipient/apologiser. In the problem-solution sequence, there is a prospective orientation to a speaker’s problem-to-be-fixed and to the recipient’s ability to fix it.

This paper is concerned with cases where recipients treat a prior turn as carrying both a retrospective orientation to a possible offense and a prospective orientation to a problem-to-be-solved. We argue that the [“Oh” + Apology + Solution] format is specifically designed to deal with this interactional contingency. We begin by outlining our approach to the dataset; we then illustrate how the [“Oh” + Apology + Solution] turn construction is sequentially deployed to deal with both a possible offense and a concomitant problem-to-be-solved that have just come to speaker’s attention. Subsequently we show how speakers and recipients collaborate in differentiating the apology-component and the solution-component in terms of their temporal and sequential priorities. Finally, we argue that through this practice speakers propose that a circumstance was a minor imposition or shortcoming (rather than being an aggravated wrongdoing).

Analytic approach

In our initial approach to the Apologies Data Set we noticed a number of responsive turns where speakers produce a turn-medial apology preceded by a turn-initial “Oh” and followed by a third turn-
component. Having observed that the apology-component does not receive a response, we formulated the hypothesis that the primary function of the turn is not apologising, but instead is responding to an aspect of the prior turn other than its complaint-implicative aspect. After assembling a collection of this phenomenon (6 cases) we noticed that the third turn component is occupied by delivering a solution to a problem that emerged in a prior turn. In this study, we employ a broad notion of “problem”, conceived as an impediment that bears on a participant and that can be resolved through another participant’s action step.

“Oh” + Apology + Solution

In this section we examine how each component of the [“Oh” + Apology + Solution] turn construction accomplishes specific interactional work: (1) displaying a change in the speaker’s state of awareness in relation to a circumstance that has become available in the prior turn, (2) treating it as a possible offense (conceived as a state of affairs that has negatively affected a recipient, and for which the speaker now takes responsibility) and (3) treating it as a problem which the speaker has the ability to solve. These functions are implemented by three turn components, respectively (1) “Oh”, (2) apologetic “sorry” or “I’m sorry”, and (3) a solution-to-the-problem. In all cases, the nature of the offense/problem is local or internal to the interaction (Heritage and Raymond, this volume). In the following extracts, the single arrow indicates the point where a possible offense/problem emerges and the double arrow indicates the [“Oh” + Apology + Solution] turn.

(3) [NB:1:3:1-2]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operator:</th>
<th>The number, fer the golf shop is five three si:x,</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>02 Operator:</td>
<td>(0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03 Operator:</td>
<td>seven five, seven five.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04 Bud:</td>
<td>seven five, seven five.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>(0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06 Operator:</td>
<td>Right.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>(1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08 Bud:</td>
<td>Alright. Now from, Balboa I jest- I don’ haftuh dial one or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>anything aheada that do’ I?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Operator:</td>
<td>Oh I’m sorry you’d haftuh ask yer oh operator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 Bud:</td>
<td>W-oh a’right thank you.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Operator:</td>
<td>Yer wilkim,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bud has called directory enquiries to inquire about the telephone number of a golf course in Hunnington Beach. After provision of the number by the operator (lines 1-3), Bud’s partial repeat (line 4) and the operator’s confirmation (line 6), the interaction reaches a point where possible completion of the sequence is made contingent upon the caller’s acceptance of the information (for a similar pattern, see Kevoe-Feldman & Robinson, 2012). A gap emerges (line 7), possibly signalling a problem with the information provided (Kendrick & Torreira, 2015). Acceptance is produced at line 8 (“Alright”), creating a point where speakers could start closing the call. Nevertheless, Bud expands his turn to ask whether the number should be preceded by an area code (lines 8-9). Being formatted as a request for information (rather than, for example, as a complaint for not having received the information he needed), Bud’s turn appears designed to present a problem-to-be-solved. At the same time, it has the potential to expose a possible ‘offense’ (specifically a shortcoming on the operator’s part): it appears that the operator has been working on the assumption that Bud is calling from the local area, whereas he is calling from a location (Balboa) that is not covered by the telephone area code of the place where the golf course is taking place (see lines 2-3). The information the operator has provided at lines 1 and 3 is thus insufficient. The target turn at line 16 (“Oh” + Apology + Solution) addresses this emerging issue. The turn initial “Oh” indexes a shift in the operator’s awareness (Heritage, 1984; 1998), displaying a here-and-now realisation that she had been working under a false assumption. She goes on to treat this misapprehension as a possible offense through the apologetic “I’m sorry”. She then produces a solution turn component by which she treats the circumstance as a problem-to-be-solved: Bud will have to call an operator in his local area. Through the turn construction at line 10, then, the operator treats the prior turn as presenting both a possible offense and a problem-to-be-solved. The apology component displays a retrospective orientation to a speaker’s misapprehension as originating a shortcoming (the delivery of incomplete information and a consequent delay in the resolution of Bud’s request) whereas the solution component has a prospective orientation to what the speaker can to resolve the recipient’s problem (having properly aligned her knowledge regarding Bud’s circumstances, the operator delivers information that
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technically completes the request sequence although it turns out that she cannot provide the
information Bud was looking for).

(4) [Holt:2:7:1-2]

01 Leslie:   Uhm (.) re you going t’Sundee services th’ morning
02 because um .. my husband’s going
03 an’ he owes you s’money for s’m ;logs.
04 Court:   [Oh hhhhuh!]
05 (0.2)
06 Court:   .hhhhhh Oh I’m n- I-uh
07 well how very kind’v’im tuh remibhh(h)i(h)ind
08 Leslie:   (Well if not
09 he’ll call in on the way ba[cck.
10 Court:   [Oh would’se thanks
11 .h no I’m just I’ve jus’ gotta go out down’tuh Sherborne
12 so I’m n- I’m not g’onna be uh..
13 Leslie:   No. .hh [ W’l couldju=
14 Court:   [there.
15 Leslie:   =Couldje leave (0.2) uhm (0.3) thee: bill with yer ;wife or;
16 Court:   Yes o[if course or j’s slip it through the duh=
17 Leslie:   [something?
18 Court:   =if if they’re not {{in}}.
19 Leslie:   -- [But we don’t
20 --> know how much it is [you See becu[z
21 Court:   -- [O h sorry ]
22 Court:   -- It- ë-it’s uh (0.3) Was it split or unsplit.=
23 I’m try’n tih- ·hh [See I ehh]=
24 Leslie:   [Unsplit;]
25 Leslie:   =he [see he’s] spl[llin’ Th’ [m now.]
26 Court:   [I h “W’z] ·hh [tw 2 h]twenty one
27 pou(h)nds [the[n.
28 Leslie:   [hh[Yes cz you were in hospital I think

Leslie has called to arrange the payment of some logs that Court had previously made available to
her husband (lines 6-7). After making two unsuccessful proposals from line 1 to line 9, Leslie
proposes that Court leave the bill with his wife (lines 13-15), hence possibly making it available that
she and her husband do not know the amount of money. When Court suggests that, if no-one is home
then Leslie’s husband could slip the money through the door (lines 16, 18), Leslie objects that her
husband cannot implement the proposed line of action because they do not know the amount of money
(lines 19-20). Leslie formulates a problem-to-be-solved in the form of a lack of relevant knowledge
for the business at hand (“But we don’t know how much it is you see”). Her turn has also the potential
to expose a possible offense (specifically a shortcoming) on Court’s part: not only has Court assumed
that Leslie already knew the amount of money, but he has also put her in the position where she has
to do an overt request about money (which she may have tried to avoid at lines 13-15). Court employs
the [“Oh” + Apology + Solution] turn construction to deal with this. Through the turn-initial “Oh”
Court treats the circumstance as something about which he had not been previously aware. Through the apologetic “sorry” he goes on to treat this newly realised information as a possible offense on his part. Finally, by expanding his turn with a post-apology solution component, he displays an orientation to the matter raised by Leslie as a problem-to-be-solved (she needs to know the amount of money to comply with the proposed plan). In this case, the solution to the problem is delayed by the production of an insert-expansion at lines 22-25 (Schegloff, 2007) to establish the conditions for the delivery of the solution; after being informed that the logs were “unsplit” (lines 24-25), Court communicates the price of the logs (lines 26-27).

Gordon has called to ask Norm for a lift to an event that they are both attending. Relevant to the type of offense/problem emerging in this call is that the ringing tone had gone twelve times before Norm answered the phone. After granting the request and following Gordon’s expression of gratitude (data not shown), Norm produces the turn in line 1, which can be heard as a complaint (“Caught me in the bath again”) but can also make available a problem that the caller can alleviate (by providing for a quick termination of the call). After Norm’s partial repeat of the complaint at line 3 (“again” is dropped), Gordon employs the construction [“Oh” + Apology + Solution] at lines 4 and 5. The turn initial “Ohhh” registers the matter evidenced in the prior turn as something of which the speaker had not been previously aware. Gordon then treats the matter as a possible offense for which he takes responsibility through the apologetic “I’m sorr(h)y” (the number of rings before Norm answered the phone could have alerted Gordon to the bad timing of his call and offered him an opportunity to produce a pre-emptive apology; see Schegloff, 1986; see also extract 8, line 14). After some laughter
particles, Gordon produces a solution turn component with which he offers to terminate the call (“Oh well I sh’ let yo get back to it”). Through the [“Oh” + Apology + Solution] construction Gordon displays both a retrospective orientation to a possible offense and a prospective orientation to a problem-to-be-solved.

(6) [Holt:2:2:2:1]

01 Leslie: .t I didn’ think you w’r going to uk- (.) answer.
02 Carol: hh Who’s thha(h)t. (mghh Me Leslie.
03 Leslie: -> (0.7)
04 Carol: --> ↑↑Oh: sorry ih hih Ye:s, [Hm:]
05 Leslie: [Hm:]
06 (0.8)
07 Leslie: .t CAROL I ↑finished the boo:k.

We lack access to the opening of this call. Nevertheless, it appears that Leslie has relied on voice-recognition to provide for caller identification (Schegloff, 1986), which the call recipient (Carol) has failed to achieve. In line 2, Carol explicitly asks the caller to self-identify, which Leslie does in line 3. In accordance with the preference for caller recognition in telephone interaction (Schegloff, 2007, pp. 88-89), Leslie makes Carol accountable for having failed to recognise her, first by indexing familiarity through the reference term “me”, then by producing her own first name without the surname. Through this format she thus points to a possible ‘offense’. After a gap in line 4, Carol employs the [“Oh” + Apology + Solution] construction. Through the turn initial “↑↑Oh:”, Carol registers that something new emerged in the prior turn, i.e. both Leslie’s identity and her own failure to recognise her, and she treats the latter as a shortcoming for which she takes responsibility through “sorry” (hence matching Leslie’s conveyed assumption that recognition should have taken place; see Emmersten & Heinemann, 2010). Carol then produces a post-apology turn expansion to solve the problem that emerged in the prior turn (failed recognition and consequent delay in the progressivity of the call): after two laughter particles Carol produces a “Ye:s” token which confirms recognition and forwards the call. Through the [“Oh” + Apology + Solution] turn construction, Carol displays both a retrospective orientation to the failed recognition as her own shortcoming and a prospective orientation to the failed recognition as a problem-to-be-solved.
Two couples are having dinner together. In the silence at line 3, Nancy reaches for and drinks from a glass. Michael turns toward her and follows her movement with his gaze. This appears to alert Nancy to the fact that she has used Michael’s glass, a possible offense which she articulates at line 4 after having already started putting down the glass. Unlike extracts 3-6, here it is the speaker who articulates the nature of an offense/problem which has become available through means other than verbal production. This can account for the more expanded [“Oh” + “sorry” + naming of the offense/problem] format (Heritage and Raymond, this volume). An orientation to a problem-to-be-solved is displayed here through means other than verbal production: Nancy remedies the problem by putting the glass back in front of Michael.


Leslie has called Serena at work. When another person (Nadine) answers the phone (line 1), Leslie orients to the possible inappropriateness of having brought Serena to the phone while she is working
(“is it at all convenient for me to have a quick word with Serena”, lines 4-5). A possible offense/problem may become available through non-verbal features of the interactional environment: the extended silence between the termination of the exchange with Nadine and the moment when Serena becomes available (line 13) can provide Leslie with evidence of the inappropriateness of having called Serena at this time. This contingency can account for the use of the more elaborated [“I’m sorry” + naming of the offense] format (Heritage and Raymond, this volume), by which Leslie articulates an offense on behalf of a party who has not had yet the opportunity to do so (and pre-empts the possibility of such articulation; see, for contrast, extract 5 where Norm complains for having been called at an inappropriate time). The turn initial “Oh” indexes that Leslie has become aware of the possible inappropriateness of the call. In this case, there is evidence that Leslie has not become aware of the possible offense/problem ‘just now’ (she has already displayed awareness of it at lines 4-5, when talking to the person who answered the phone). Nevertheless, it can be noted that the silence at line 12 can materialise what had previously been a mere possibility (i.e. Leslie may have taken the time elapsed before Serena reached the phone as indicating that Serena was indeed busy at the time of the call). Furthermore, and perhaps more importantly, line 14 constitutes Leslie’s first opportunity to display to Serena her orientation to that possible offense/problem as something that Leslie has just realised. Leslie goes on to characterise the circumstance as a possible offense through the apologetic “I’m sorry to bring you from your work”. Unlike the previous examples, Leslie does not follow the apology-component of the turn with a ‘solution’. This point requires some elaboration. Leslie finds herself in a situation (having called at a possibly inappropriate time) similar to the caller in extract 5 (another common feature is that, in both cases, the caller can use the extended time elapsed before the call-recipient becomes available on the phone, as a resource to orient to the bad timing of the call). In extract 5, the caller follows his apology with a solution (in the form of an offer to terminate the call), however the environment is different; whereas in extract 5 the [“Oh + Apology + Solution] is deployed after the reason for the call (requesting a lift) has been resolved, in extract 8 the reason for the call (introduced at lines 15-17) has not been presented yet. In this environment, a ‘solution’ to
the problem is arguably available to Leslie (e.g. letting Serena return to her activities, offering to call at another time, etc.), but for Leslie this would entail abandoning her project (the project for which she called). Furthermore, because it is Leslie who articulates the possible offense/problem on Serena’s behalf, there is no direct evidence that Serena finds the timing of Leslie’s call inappropriate. These contingencies can account for why Leslie selects not to deliver a “solution” to the problem in her post-apology turn expansion (lines 15-17); instead, she states the reason for the call. In common to the other instances is that the apology-component (with its retrospective orientation to a possible offense) is in turn-medial position and followed by a turn component that displays a more prospective orientation to forwarding the business at hand.

**Summary**

Speakers employ the [“Oh” + Apology + Solution] turn construction to deal with a circumstance that has been brought to their attention by the other participant in their prior turn (or that they may have realised by picking up on other features of the immediately preceding interactional environment, as in extracts 7 and 8) and which they ostensibly register through a turn initial “Oh”. In five out of six cases, the emerging offense relates to some sort of minor imposition on the recipient: in extracts 3, 4 and 6 completion of a sequence (request, arrangement-making, and caller-identification respectively) has been delayed due to a speaker’s shortcoming; the call itself is treated as an imposition due to its bad timing in extracts 5 and 8 (the nature of the offense in extract 7 is somewhat different, i.e. appropriation of somebody else’s object or good). Speakers retrospectively orient to the complainable character of these impositions by taking responsibility through an apologetic “sorry” or “I’m sorry”.

In all six cases speakers recognise that they could (or even should) have independently grasped or used some otherwise available information (Emmersten and Heinemann, 2010) and the failure to do so as having caused the aforementioned impositions. The precise nature of the
information varies across the calls. It regards other’s physical location in extract 3, other’s access to a piece information in extract 4, other’s engagement in other activities at the time of the call in extracts 5 and 8, other’s identity in extract 6 and other’s ownership of a physical object in extract 7. The analysis of extract 8 further suggests that in certain circumstances speakers can select to characterise a possible offense/problem as something that they have just happened to realise, although such realisation has not ‘just’ happened, strictly speaking. Finally, speakers also move beyond apologising by orienting to the presence of a problem that requires a practical solution, which they provide in a post-apology turn expansion.

**How participants collaborate in establishing the sequential primacy of the solution component over the apology component**

The apology and the solution components of the [“Oh” + Apology + Solution] turn construction are not equally treated. In this section we show that, although the apology component is given temporal priority (it is uttered first), the solution component is given sequential primacy. By this we mean that the apology component is not designed to make a response relevant, whereas the solution component is designed to become sequentially consequential and inform subsequent development of the interaction. We rely on the following evidence for this claim: a) the apology is not in turn-final position and often it is not realised with turn-final intonational configuration (Ford and Thompson, 1996); b) recipients do not respond to the apology; c) speakers do not pursue a response to the apology; d) the aftermath of the [“Oh” + Apology + Remedy] turn is shaped by the solution rather than the apology component (either in the form of solution acceptance or, more frequently, by moving on to different matters, hence implicitly treating the problem as solved for all practical purposes).

Table 1: turn constructional and sequential features
Table 1 illustrates the turn constructional and sequential features that bear on our argument. The apology component is not in turn-final position, with the exception of extract 7. Here, the solution is produced non-verbally and does not figure in the spoken turn, which ends with the apology component (“sorry” + naming); this feature can partly account for the fact that the apology (or more precisely the ‘naming of the offense’) receives a response. We now examine the six target turns, reproduced for convenience in the next extracts, where we have highlighted the three turn components: **Oh + Apology + Solution**.

(3) [NB:1:3:1-2]

In line 16 of extract 3, the apology is not the turn-final component and is followed by material whose function is not apologising (Robinson, 2004) but treating the emerging circumstance as a problem-to-be-solved. “I’m sorry” is produced with level (i.e. non final) intonation, signalling that it should not be understood as the terminal part of the turn (Ford and Thompson, 1996) and, hence, that a response is not made relevant at this point. The recipient appears to collaborate by only registering and accepting the proffered solution (after the aborted turn beginning “W-”), which also enables a movement towards closure of the call. Although “a’right” can be a response to an apology (Robinson, 2004), here it seems to be used to accept the information provided by the operator (Bud had made the same use of “Alright” in line 8). The operator does not pursue a response to the apology.

(4) [Holt:2:7:1-2]
In line 19 of extract 4, “sorry” is not produced as the final turn-component. Although a slight pause ensues before the start of the talk in line 20, perceptually, “sorry” appears to be pronounced with slightly upward intonation, hence projecting turn expansion and not making response relevant at this point. In line 20, Court starts and halts the projected solution (“It- ĕ-it’s uh”) and initiates an insert expansion (“Was it split or unsplit.”), after completion of which he delivers the solution component (lines 26-27). Leslie collaborates in treating the circumstance as primarily a problem-to-be-solved by not responding to the apology, by receipting the solution (the information about the price) at line 28 (“Yes”) and by moving on to other matters. Interestingly, she seems to display an implicit orientation to the apologisable character of the incident by volunteering a reason for why Court may not have remembered the price of the logs: he had been in hospital. This eventually leads to a topic change, which further sanctions the successful completion of the arrangement-making activity which Leslie had launched and which had been delayed by Court’s misapprehension. Court does not pursue a response to the apology.

Unlike the previous cases, in extract 5 the post-apology solution component is delayed by laughter, by which Gordon matches Norm’s treatment of the circumstance as funny (see the turn-initial laughter particle in line 3). There follows an in-breath which further delays production of the solution component and leaves a space where Norm could respond to the apology. Norm nevertheless refrains from doing so and Gordon expands his turn with a solution component (“Oh well I sh’ let you get
back to it,”). Although the solution does not receive a response it seems to be treated as consequential for the unfolding of the interaction. Gordon appears to take Norm’s silence at l. 6 as indicating his tacit assent to the proposed solution, i.e. terminating the call, and he makes a move towards call closure at line 7 by consolidating the arrangements for the evening (Schegloff, 2007).

(6) [Holt:2:2:2:1]

05 Carol: [Oh] sorry ih hih [Ye:s] [e]|
06 Leslie: (0.8) |
07 08 Leslie: .t CAROL I [fin]ished the book.

In extract 6, the “sorry” component is not the last component in the turn and is not produced with final intonation (perceptually, it sounds as slightly rising). After two sounds (“ih hih”, possibly laughter particles or aborted attempts at pronouncing “Yes”), Carol resolves the caller identification problem by indexing caller recognition (“Ye:s”). Leslie does not respond to the apology, nor does Carol pursue such a response. After a gap at line 8, Leslie moves on to introduce the first topic.

(7) [Deutsch:CDII:88-89]

04 Nancy: [°uhm drin[kin yer whhi]Ih] [ne:]°
05 Vivian: [ehh heh heh] °You [w a n t=
06 Nancy: °uhh!*
07 Vivian: = s’[m more Nance?]

Extract 7 presents some differences from the other cases in the collection. Michael does not articulate the offense/problem (although he alerts Nancy to it with a head movement and by gazing at her); it is Nancy who articulates the offense/problem on Michael’s behalf using the [“sorry” + naming of the problem] apology format. Furthermore, Nancy’s turn does not contain a solution, which she delivers non-verbally (Nancy puts the glass down in front of Michael). These contingencies can account for the use of the format [“Oh” + “sorry” + naming of the offense/problem]. Since this is also a common format for explicit apologies (Heritage and Raymond, this volume; Robinson, 2004), its use can account for why, unlike other cases in our collection, the problematic behaviour (i.e. the source of the possible offense and the object of the apology) is addressed in next turn: Vivian ironically formulates
Nancy’s action as motivated by a search for more wine, hence addressing (albeit non-seriously) its offensive character (Robinson, 2004).

(8) [Holt:SO88:2:7:1-2]

14 Leslie: [.hh ] I’m sorry to bring you fr’m your wo:rk .hhh
15 Serena you ↑↑know what you were telling me about your father;
16 yesterday …

In extract 8, the apology component (“I’m sorry” + naming of the problem) is produced with non-final intonation and is followed by an in-breath, projecting turn expansion. Serena avoids taking a turn at this point, thereby displaying an orientation to the apology as a prefatory component to the main function of the turn rather than an action that solicits a response in its own right (Robinson, 2004). There is no pursuit of a response to the apology. We have already observed that this instance is different from other cases in the collection insofar as Leslie selects not to deliver a solution to the problem (particularly in contrast with what happens in extract 5) and instead states the reason for the call. Extract 8 is similar to extract 7 in that the more expanded apology (“I’m sorry” + naming of the problem) formulates a possible offense/problem on the other’s behalf (an offense/problem that Leslie may have inferred from the extended silence elapsed before Serena picked up the phone).

Discussion

The [“Oh” + Apology + Solution] turn construction enables speakers to deal with an emerging circumstance with both a retrospective orientation to a possible offense and a prospective orientation to a problem-to-be-solved. Through a turn-initial “Oh”, speakers convey that they had not been previously aware of the offense/problem. By this, they are able to suggest that they had not ‘premeditated’ the offense and that it was inadvertently occasioned. The minimal format of the apology (“sorry” or “I’m sorry”; Heritage and Raymond, this issue) is proportional to the minor and
transient nature of the offenses (minor impositions endogenous to the ongoing interaction, such as delays in sequence progressivity or the bad timing of a call, associated with the failure to properly use otherwise available information). The more expanded apologies, which include naming the offense (extracts 7 and 8), can be explained by the non-articulation of the possible offense/problem in the preceding talk (Heritage and Raymond, this issue). The turn-medial positioning of the apology component does not make a response relevant, and this is also commensurate to the minor nature of the offense, for which an apology is appropriate but without requiring a dedicated apology sequence (i.e., not without requiring ‘absolution’; Robinson, 2004). Recipients collaborate by not responding to the apology and thereby treating it as secondary to the main interactional function of the turn: dealing with the emerging circumstance as a problem and resolving it. One instance (extract 8) shows that the [“Oh” + Apology + Solution] turn construction can be employed in circumstances where the possible offense has not been realised ‘just now’, strictly speaking. This suggests that, since the [“Oh” + Apology + Solution] turn construction is fitted to circumstances that are primarily treated as problems-to-be-solved and only secondarily as offenses, this practice is also available to speakers for reflexively constituting a possibly imposing behaviour (such as calling at an inappropriate time) as a minor offense, that is, as the unanticipated collateral effect of an otherwise innocent line of action.
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